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Ref No. gigge;FI 
-3-27S777 

incident Statement By (print name):  S Dix 

Please describe the Incident details in full, confirming details of place of incident, time, date, names of all 
persons involved, witnesses, injuries sustained, first aid or healthcare provided, and details of which 
managers were informed of incident. 

I Detention Custody Manager { DCM } S Dix was working at Brook House RC on Thursday 
04/05/2017 at roughly 16:30 when I attended a first response call to D wing. Upon arrival I saw 
detainee D1527 ; on the first floor netting who was shouting in his own language and very irate. Mr 

FET Ifefiiiieilio engage with any staff members really and other detainees tried to engage with 
him to which he did. After a short while heagreed_to come off the netting but only if there was no 
staff around, Lpgr_p0 to this as detainee L D812 ;were talking 
to him once D1527 ; was off the netting he went into there room to calm down. I have gone to 
speak toL.P3*.1aridl: D812 after this incident for a post care de-brief and they are both 
happy with what they witnessed and understand the necessary actions taken. 

A short while later I went back to that room to speak to [ D1527 ; about his actions he was 
frustrated with staff members but I tried to explain the reason they could not leave him alone was 
because of the way he was behaving. I explained due to his behaviour he would need to comply 
and go to the CSU on rule 40 he said "No" I explained if he refused then potentially as a 
consequence of his actions force could be used. At this moment he placed his hands in his pocket 
looking like he was trying to access something, I asked him to empty his pockets and remove his 
hands he refused to do this. For this reason I felt fearful for his safety as he has a history of self 
harm but also fearful for my own safety so spontaneous force was required to prevent a possible 
weapon being produced. 

I DCM S Dix took control of D1527 right arm attempted to get it into a backhammer before 
handing it over to DCO M Yates once officers came to assist. Once officers had control of i.
1 DCM placed his left wrist into a handcuff followed by his right wrist and they were secured. m,L ri D1527 

D1527was walked to Eden Wing and placed into E Wing 008 he was fairly compliant with this but 
resisted at certain stages. 

Whilst in Eden wing 008 a full search was conducted and authorised by DD D Haughton due to 
previous history of self harm. D1527 ;was asked to remove his t shirt this was searched and 
placed back on, he then removed his joggers and boxers these were searched and placed back on 
nothing was found during the search.;__,_. _D1527 refused healthcare to look at him.
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